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Preface

The seed, if you will, for the Seeds of Wisdom was planted
in my psyche 20 years ago when I purchased my first

Tarot deck. Prior to this pivotal purchase, I had received a
few professional Tarot readings. As a budding spiritual seeker,
I was hungry to know more about this mysterious tool. As
an artist, I was drawn to the Tarot because it relies on visual
symbols as its conveyance for wisdom and meaning. In the
autumn of 1996, I took a trip to my local New Age mega-
store, where I procured my Rider-Waite Tarot deck, a classic
deck used by fortune tellers in films and by hip young
Witches on television. Of all the Tarot instruction books on
the shelf, I selected Mary Greer’s Tarot for Yourself: A Work-
book for Personal Transformation to guide me. To this day,
when asked by beginners where to start with their Tarot
studies, I direct them to Greer’s powerful and accessible book
and to the classic Rider-Waite deck.

Inspired by the “personal transformation” emphasis of
Tarot for Yourself, I engaged the cards of my deck deeply,
one-by-one, to learn not only the established esoteric meaning
of each card, but to use them as doorways for self-knowledge.
One approach Greer’s book recommends is “dialoging” with
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the characters depicted in the cards. I set aside a special night
to ritually consecrate my Tarot deck and begin this process.
The night I chose was Samhain, the ancient Celtic festival
harbingering the season of winter. I remember the night
clearly — October 29, 1996.

After declining my housemate’s invitation to join her at
her (and what would have been my own) first public Goddess
ritual, I transformed my office into a sacred space in which
to have a conversation with The Fool. The Fool is the first
card in a traditional Tarot deck of 78 cards. A traditional
deck depicts The Fool as an innocent young man, setting off
on a journey. The first 22 cards of the Tarot (called the Major
Arcana) are themselves representations of the stages of soul
development in an archetypal spiritual journey. The Fool
card is “numbered” zero and precedes the other 21 cards that
mark the soul’s progression to The World, the final card in
the Major Arcana.

The journey begins with The Fool setting out on his path
— dog at his heels, his belongings in a sack tied to a stick
slung over his shoulder. He is unconcerned with any potential
pitfalls ahead, including the cliff he’s just about to step off!
How often is it true that we would not set forth on our journeys
if we were thoroughly aware of how dangerous or difficult
or long they would be? The Fool’s wisdom is his very fool-
ishness — though he is blind to the dangers ahead, he sets
forth. Whatever path we are called to, we must begin it.

After writing about The Fool card that October evening,
I tucked the pages into an envelope and dated it. My housemate
returned home to our Haight-Ashbury flat later that night,
aglow with the energy of her first large group ritual. She
brought home a flyer for a class teaching the basics of the
Reclaiming Tradition, the Celtic-influenced style of Goddess
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spirituality made famous by Starhawk in her book The Spiral
Dance. The rest, as they say, is history. I participated in that
first class and others. I deepened in the Reclaiming Tradition
and was invited into its milieu of teachers four years later.
Since then, my spiritual practice has evolved, my worldview
has expanded, and I have also embraced my early childhood
roots in Catholicism. Spirit has called me on my path through
many travails, many successes, and much growth. I can thank
The Fool for his innocent invitation to step fearlessly onto
this archetypal road, which extends as far back as time and
as far forward as time’s end.

When I stepped onto this path, I would not have envi-
sioned many of the adventures I have experienced. I did have
an inkling that I would one day create my own oracle. That
day arrived in May 2009, with the completion of my 12 Seeds
of Wisdom oracle cards and their companion guidebook.

Since my first forays into Tarot, I have explored an array
of oracles, read Tarot cards professionally, and created this
oracle before you. The 12 cards in the Seeds of Wisdom deck
have a numerically significant connection with the 12 years
I traveled along my spiritual path prior to their creation.

Seeds of Wisdom was first released in a limited artist’s
edition in 2009. In 2012, the text of the guidebook was
updated and revised with the intention that the work be
more accessible to spiritual seekers of many traditions. A new
resources section also was added. Now in 2016, the guidebook
has an additional section for readers who wish to use Seeds
of Wisdom to deepen in their spiritual practice.

I invite you to dive in deep. Explore.

Elka Eastly Vera
October 2016





Introduction

Seeds of wisdom is an integrative work blending images
and insight in service of this intention: to help people

cultivate their personal connections with the Divine. This
work emerges from wisdom I’ve gleaned through thousands
of hours of training in various spiritual traditions and the
healing arts; through more than a decade of professional
experience as a transformative coach and workshop facilitator;
and through my academic education, including a bachelor’s
degree in Literature and a master’s degree in Culture and
Spirituality. My background as a visual artist and award-
winning graphic designer has played its foundational role, as
well. As an integrally spiritual and creative work, Seeds of
Wisdom possesses equally important written and aesthetic
dimensions. The illustrations and the text twine together to
stimulate both intuition and intellect. I see wisdom as the
bridge between these two parts of the self.

Like my own spiritual path, Seeds of Wisdom is not based
in any single spiritual tradition, but draws elements from
many. It is a contemporary take on the time-honored, cross-
cultural practice of consulting a priestess, prophet, or village
wise-woman on questions that concern the soul.
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Seeds of Wisdom presents 12 wisdom themes in the form
of visual symbols on cards. Each card is companioned by text
that expands its theme for the purposes of providing spiritual
guidance and/or a focal point for meditation. In this regard,
Seeds of Wisdom operates much like Tarot. It differs from
Tarot in the symbols the cards present and in the structure
and scale of the deck as a whole. However, since Tarot is a
commonly known oracular card deck — and because, as a
former professional Tarot reader, I have a strong relationship
to Tarot — I have used Tarot as a reference point in my
discussion of oracles.

The process of birthing this collection of cards was like
dipping a chalice into a vast well and drawing up clear water.
The well and its contents are too vast and mysterious to
comprehend as a whole, let alone articulate. The well and its
water are metaphors for the spiritual themes that flow undif-
ferentiated through the well of consciousness. By drawing up
a chalice — full of delicious water from the well — one cup
at a time, I could describe, discuss, and offer insight about
just the contents of that chalice. Each of the cards in the
oracle is a cup containing themes, stories, and symbols that
have merged over the years into the waters of my consciousness.
The metaphoric act of drawing up each little cup began with
the literal act of drawing each card. With the exception of
one card, which uses a pre-existing painting from my body
of work, the visual art was generated fresh in the process of
creating the oracle. Aside from rough notes, the writing for
each card was generated after the visual design for the card
was complete. For me, the right-brain function of image-
making provided access to the well of wisdom. The left-brain
process of linear writing helped shape and bring order to
what is, essentially, revealed wisdom. In the sense that my
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artistic process offered access to the collective unconscious
through the portal of my personal unconscious (the domain
of creativity), the creation of the oracle was itself an oracular
process.

Seeds of Wisdom speaks in its own voice; it does not
emulate any other divinatory system. It attempts to tell a
series of interweaving and overlapping stories on the themes
of interconnectedness, humanity’s shared origins with all
material things in the universe, our nature as light-beings,
our birth in darkness, our creative nature, and the paradoxes
inherent in the human condition. The 12 cards are as follows:



Patterns between the cards will reveal themselves to people
who become intimate with the oracle.

Developing the text for the oracle took a surprising turn
from my original intention. I had planned to write only a
page or so for each card — enough text to empower someone
to deepen with the visual symbols and use them as aids in
spiritual discernment. What emerged for half of the cards was
a much deeper exploration of their themes. Because the
endeavor was inherently an organic creative work and not a
mechanical one, I allowed the process to guide itself, accepting
the disparity between the two text treatments. Thus, the
companion text is presented in two sections — Section 1 for
the six cards with longer text treatments; Section 2 for the
six cards with shorter text. Within each section, the cards
are arranged alphabetically. An exploration of divination and
oracles, plus instructions for using the cards, precede the
descriptions of the cards.

May the seeds of this wisdom oracle take root in the world
and contribute to our global cultural transformation!
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